TIKKURILA PRIVACY POLICY
1. ABOUT THIS POLICY
Tikkurila is committed to protecting your personal data and follows the applicable legislation related to data
protection. This Privacy Policy describes how Tikkurila processes personal data gathered through Tikkurila's
company sites. By using Tikkurila's company sites and by submitting personal data of yourself you accept the
processing of your personal data as described in this Policy.
Tikkurila reserves the right to modify and change this privacy policy at any time.
2. DATAPROCESSOR
Tikkurila Danmark A/S
VAT 54963416
Vallensbaekvej 46
2625 Vallensbaek
Tel.: +45 43 63 16 11
mail.isopaint@tikkurila.com
3. PROCESSED DATA AND THE PURPOSE OF PROCESSING
The purpose of processing the personal data is to respond to feedback, enquiries, material subscriptions and
other references submitted through Tikkurila company sites.
The data consists of information given to Tikkurila by persons themselves through web forms and by other
means. Cookies are being used for purposes defined below in this Policy.
4. PROTECTING PERSONAL DATA
Tikkurila is committed to taking the necessary technical and organizational measures to prevent unauthorized
access to your personal data. These measures include using encryption methods, access control, controlled
administration of user rights and instructing the employees engaged in processing personal data.
5. TRANSFER OF PERSONAL DATA
Tikkurila’s services may be provided using resources and servers located in various countries around the
world. Therefore, Tikkurila may transfer personal data outside the country where Tikkurila's services are used,
including to countries outside the EU and EEA that do not have laws providing specific protection for personal
data or that have different legal rules on data protection. In such cases Tikkurila ensures that a legal basis for
such a transfer exists and that adequate protection for personal data is provided as required by applicable
law, for example, by using standard agreements approved by relevant authorities (where necessary) and by
requiring the use of other appropriate technical and organizational information security measures.
6. YOUR RIGHTS CONCERNING PERSONAL DATA
You have the right to ask for a copy of the personal data concerning yourself in the register. The request needs
to be made, in writing, to the contact information email mentioned in this Privacy Policy or through the
enclosed form https://www.tikkurilagroup.com/contacts/contact_us/data_protection_request_form
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POLICY RELATED TO COOKIES AND OTHER SIMILAR TECHNOLOGIES
1. WHAT IS THE SCOPE OF THIS POLICY?
This Policy covers Your actions related to Tikkurila’s digital services. This Policy does not cover situations
where You give information to companies other than Tikkurila, such as:


When You go to a non- Tikkurila Website from one of our Websites or Mobile Applications (for example
by clicking on a link or an advertisement); when you use non- Tikkurila products (such as wireless devices
and internet browsers) in combination with Tikkurila services.

Your information can be covered by this Policy and other privacy and cookie policies at the same time. For
example, if You connect to Tikkurila’s services through a Wi-Fi network provided in a hotel or other venue, any
information collected from Your use of that network could be subject to the venue policy.
2. WHAT DO WE MEAN WITH CERTAIN TERMS?
 Cookies are small data files. Websites place them in Your browser to recognize Your device when You
return to that site or when You visit other sites. Cookies do not move around by themselves in the
internet; they are transferred to the user's browser from the server providing the Website visited by that
user. Only the server which sent the Cookie can later read or use the same Cookie.
 Flash Cookies can store more complex data than regular Cookies. They are used to remember Your
settings, preferences and other similar services.
 Widget is a small program or application that can be embedded in a web page. It can provide real- time
information, such as weather reports. Widgets are often provided by a third party and allow them to
collect data about users viewing that page.
 Server Log records Your web activity by Your computer or device and plays a key role in improving
Website and Mobile Application performance and introducing new features. For example, it may record
which search terms You’ve entered. It may also record Your browser information, such as your IP
address, device type, how long You spend on a Website, and Your Browser’s Cookies.
 Web Beacons are small graphic images on a Website or in an e- mail. They can be used for things like
recording the pages and advertisements that You click on or tracking how well an e- mail marketing
campaign performs.
 Some Websites have social network or other third- party Plug- ins. These Plug- ins may provide
information back to those Websites, even if You don't click on or interact with the Plug- in. It may also
apply even if You don’t have an account with the service provider of that Website. Social networks or
third parties may use an identifier when transmitting from Your browser. This might include information
for example about Your browser type, device type, IP address and the URL of the Website where the
plug- in appears. If You use social networking services, we recommend You familiarize yourself with their
privacy policies.
 Personal Data is information that identifies or reasonably can be used to identify You.
 Anonymous Data is information that doesn’t identify You and can't reasonably be used to identify You.
 Aggregate Data is created when a large amount of people’s data is processed and combined into
anonymous groups or categories. Aggregate information would disclose for example that x percent of a
marketing e- mail’s recipients browsed Tikkurila’s campaign site, but not who were the users.
 Mobile Application is a software application that runs on smartphones, tablet computers or other
mobile devices and that allows users to access certain services.
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Website is any page or location on the Internet, no matter what device (mobile phone, tablet, laptop,
PC, etc.) or protocol (http, ftp or other) is used to access the page or location.
Relevant advertising is advertising in which Tikkurila uses Aggregate Data about groups of people (like
age, where those groups live, and their interests) to develop advertising that is more likely to be useful
and relevant to that group. It does not use individual data about what a specific person might like. "
Online behavioral advertising is one type of Relevant Advertising, using interest categories based on the
Websites visited by groups of people to deliver advertising online.

3. FOR WHAT PURPOSES WE USE COOKIES AND OTHER SIMILAR TECHNOLOGIES?
Tikkurila uses Cookies and other similar technologies for the following purposes:





To provide services and improve Your use and/or customer experience
To deliver Relevant Advertising to You
To do research and analysis to maintain, protect, develop and improve Tikkurila’s services
Address network integrity and security issues

Tikkurila uses the following different types of cookies: functional Cookies, analytical Cookies for product
development, advertisement reporting Cookies and digital advertising targeting Cookies. These cookies might
either be temporary (in other words session based) cookies or permanent cookies.
The use of Cookies and other similar technologies can enable a more seamless user experience. Disabling
Cookies may prevent You entirely or partially from using specific features
on some of our Websites and Mobile Applications.
We may use information like the preferences You have expressed, to provide You with advertisements for
Tikkurila products and services. Those ads may be delivered on Tikkurila Websites and Mobile Applications
and is called " first party" advertising. It is part of our service relationship and, thus, you are not able to optout from this type of advertising.
We or our advertising partners may also use Anonymous Data and Aggregate Data that either of us may have
to help us tailor the ads You see on non- Tikkurila sites. For example, if You see an ad from us on a nonTikkurila decoration- related website, you may later receive an ad for decoration materials delivered by
Tikkurila on a different website. This is called "online behavioral advertising”.
We may also use information we get through Your use of Tikkurila products and services, from our advertising
partners, and information like Your gender and age to deliver Relevant Advertising that is not online
behavioral advertising. We combine Your anonymous information with that of other users into aggregate
audience segments. These segments are based on specific interests and/or factual characteristics that
members in that audience segment are likely to share. Tikkurila might use that information to send You
advertisements that we consider relevant to those interests or characteristics. Our aim is to create aggregate
audience segments that are large enough that You can't be identified individually.
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4. WHAT INFORMATION DO WE COLLECT AND HOW?
We may collect different types of information based on Your use of Tikkurila products and services. We may
collect technical and usage information related to the services we provide to You, including information about
how You use our services, products, Websites and Mobile Applications, such as:



Equipment information (for example equipment type, device IDs, serial numbers, settings and software)
Web browsing and mobile application information such as IP addresses and URLs; we also learn about
the pages You visit, the time You spend, the links or advertisements You see and follow, the search
terms You enter, how often You open an application and other similar information.

We collect information in many different ways, such as:



We automatically collect information when You use our products and services (for example by using
Cookies, web Server Logs and other technologies)
We obtain information from outside sources like commercially available demographic data.

5. WHERE DO WE GET ANONYMOUS DATA AND AGGREGATE DATA, HOW DO WE USE AND SHARE IT?
When we collect information that identifies You personally, we may anonymize e it for certain purposes. We
remove data fields (such as name and address) that can reasonably be used to identify You. We also use a
variety of statistical techniques to anonymize e data.
Aggregate Data is a form of Anonymous Data. We combine data that meet certain criteria into anonymous
groups. For example, in order to compare customer behavior in different geographical areas, we could
combine customer data in each of the geographies into anonymous groups and look at that aggregate data to
understand how the two groups are different.
We may share Anonymous Data and Aggregate Data with other companies and entities for specific uses. We
do not knowingly allow other parties to collect personally identifiable information about Your online activities
when You use Tikkurila Websites, Mobile Applications, products and services.
6. CAN YOU MAKE CHOICES AS REGARDS ADVERTISING DIRECTED TO YOU?
You can choose not to receive some types of advertising online or on Your mobile device. When You see
online ads for Tikkurila products and services that display this icon
click it and You will get information on
how to opt- out from so called re- targeting based on online behavioral advertising. You'll need to opt- out on
each separate browser You want to exclude.
Because so called first party advertising is part of the service You receive when You visit Tikkurila Websites
and use Tikkurila Mobile Applications, we don't offer an opt-out for first party advertising.
Cookies or other similar technologies do not harm the user's terminal or files, nor can they be used to run
programs or spread malware.
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7. CAN THIS POLICY BE CHANGED?
Tikkurila may from time to time change this Policy. However, if this Policy is changed in a material, adverse
way, Tikkurila will post a notice advising of such change on Tikkurila’s home
page for 30 days. Tikkurila recommends You re- visit this Policy from time to time to notice any such changes.
8. HOW TO CONTACT US ABOUT THIS POLICY
We encourage You to contact us for any questions about this Policy:
Tikkurila Danmark A/S
VAT 54963416
Vallensaekvej 46
2625 Vallensbaek
Tel.: +45 43 63 16 11
mail.isopaint@tikkurila.com
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